England, May came from a family not always constrained by the conventions of the 19th century. May’s father wanted to regain his rural past so the family emigrated to South Australia. They later lived in Western Australia before May returned to England to attend art school.

Her love and appreciation of Australian flora and fauna developed during her early years in Australia. Although she earned her living for many years working as an illustrator for newspapers, May was best known for her children’s stories. Generations of children thrilled to the adventures of Bib and Bub as well as to the antics of the Banksia men.

So beloved are May’s works that they are regarded as essential parts of the national heritage. When May dies, developers planned to demolish her house at Neutral Bay. It was at Nutcote that May created the books, cartoons and other works that charmed so many.

Dismayed that such a significant historical site should be destroyed, a ‘Save Nutcote’ group was formed. Among those who campaigned for Nutcote was Penny Ferguson. The efforts of the group led to the purchase of the house by North Sydney Council. The house is now open to the public and provides a focus for the promotion of children’s literature.

Penny’s enthusiasm for May Gibbs and for Nutcote was infectious. Everyone present at the meeting remembered reading the adventures of the Gum Nut children and other bush dwellers of May’s invention. Several members expressed a desire to visit Nutcote and an excursion will be considered later in the year.

HISTORY OF COALCLIFF - DARKE’S FOREST

The speaker at our last meeting Penny Ferguson is keen to collect anecdotes and photographs on many aspects of this area’s history - the Coalcliff boatsheds, two tennis courts, Allen’s Dairy, Coalcliff House, camping areas, miner’s cottages etc. If you can assist phone Penny on 942423.

RICE PADDIES IN PRIMBEE REMEMBERED

David Milnes, editor of the Illawarra Family History Journal, rang to point out that the rice paddies at Primbee mentioned in the last Bulletin were undertaken by Eugene Dominic Nicholle rather than Chinese market gardeners. Recollections of the rice growing experiment are detailed in a book entitled Reflections of Primbee published in 1987. David recalls seeing the remnants of the jetty Nicholle had constructed in the vicinity of Korungulla swamp as a boy.

Micahel Organ was able to provide some references from his files of mentions of Nicholle’s rice-growing experiments in the Illawarra Mercury - some of which we will publish at a later date.